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Robert Breitweiser : "expressionist Landscape 1926/27"

1 250 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : En l'état

Material : Oil painting on paper
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Dealer

Galerie Diane et Eric Lhoste
Antiquaire Généraliste Spécialisé en tableaux

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 07 83 38 91

32 rue Emile Garet

Pau 64 000

Description

Robert Breitwieser (1899-1975) (Attributed to)

French School 1926/27: "Recto-verso

expressionist landscape", oil on strong paper 47 X

63 cm, painted on the back of a watercolor "A

valley", mounted in a frame simple presentation

57 X 72 cm. Watercolor side foxing. Thanks to

Maurice Mielniczuk from the famous Marek and

sons gallery for his award! I was however sure to

know this pictorial writing... When I acquired it,

almost 20 years ago, I thought I would find

something right away. The ace ! Even if this

powerful work is very "Ecole de Paris", I couldn't

put a name to it. And yet, what power in this oil!

And the Cezanne side of watercolor also makes it

very attractive. I am delivering this painting to

you as long as I can still go up to my attic where I

have set up my "ripener", namely a kind of



painting library where I stored quality works, but

with an illegible signature, even anonymous in

waiting for serendipity to make me come across

his brother in a catalogue, a book or an

exhibition, thus allowing me to identify them...

Oh! It still happens to me three or four times a

year, sometimes on works acquired 30 years

earlier, sometimes the previous month. If an

Internet user has a lead, I thank him in advance

and let him know that it is better to deal with a

tall skinny man than a fat dwarf! Do not hesitate

to ask us by email or telephone for additional

information or photos. We have many objects and

paintings to restore in our shop in Pau for which

we prefer to sell on site, preferably in batches!

Other photos and many other objects in our shops

in Pau and Biarritz and on our website:

galerielhoste.com.


